Al-Azhar Al Sharif
Islamic Research Academy
Committee of Scientific Miracles of the Holy
Quran and the Purified Prophetic Sunnah
In Partnership with Islamic Faisal Bank
Announcement on an International
Competition for Miracles of
The Holy Qur’an and the Sunnah
In the Field of Environmental Sciences
Committee of Scientific Miracles of The Holy Qur’an and the Sunnah in Al-Azhar announces
that the Endowment of the adviser Mohammed Shawki Al- Fangary in partnership with the
Islamic Faisal Bank of Egypt, will organize an international competition for miracles of the
Holy Qur’an and the Purified Prophetic Sunnah in the Field of environmental Sciences, and
that according to the following conditions:
First: The search should be in one of the two languages, English or Arabic.
Second: The search that submitted for the competition should not be submitted in
advance for a scientific degree or other award.
Third: The search should reveal a scientific fact that the Qur’an and the Sunnah have
already approved.
Fourth: To write the research on the computer including at least (100) pages and not
more than (200) pages of broadsheet, accompanied by an independent summary of the
research, including at least (10) pages does not exceed (20) pages in addition to the
compact disk (C.D) of the research.
Fifth: The research with the summary should be submitted with curriculum vitae
(C.V) of the competitor from 3 copies to committee of the scientific miracles of the Holy
Qur’an and the Sunnah to Islamic Research Academy, Nasr City in no more than last of May
2012, and given stamped receipt for the competitor.
Sixth: After evaluating the research, there will be an interview with the owners of
the winning research that provide a monetary prize worth 55 thousand pounds for 23
competitors that will distribute as follows:




£15,000 for the first winner
£10,000 for the second winner
£5,000 for the third winner

There will be 5 incentive prizes of £2,000, and also another 15 incentive prizes of £1,000 to
be given out.

Eighth: The winning researches will be saved in the library of the concerned
committee in the building of Al-Azhar Library, while the unwinning researches will be
returned back to its owners within two months from the date of the awards ceremony.
Ninth: The chief of Waqf has the right to print and publish what he sees of the
winning research at the expense of endowment without permission or right to the winner.
Tenth: This declaration is being circulated to all the universities, scientific centres
and press, and it must be published unpaid in various newspapers and magazines.
Allah grants success
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